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 Embrace spring in sunny Southern California with up to 40% best rates and $20 credit to be used towards wellness, dining and more.
 Explore our Spring Equinox Offer



 Discover the sustainability story behind our sanctuary.
 Discover our Sustainability Story
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See All Rooms & Suites 
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Rooms 
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Suites 
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Connecting & Neighboring Rooms 
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See All Dining Options 
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1 Kitchen 
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Juniper Lounge 
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Harriet's Rooftop 
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See All Things to Do 
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Happenings 
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Earth Month Happenings 
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Wellness 
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Bamford Wellness Spa 
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Mind & Movement 
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Goodthings 
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Audi Experience 
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Neighborhood Guide 
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FaceGym 
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See All Gathering Options 
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Certified Sustainable Gatherings 
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Spaces 
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Events 
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Weddings 
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Film & Photo Shoots 
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Request Information 
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Offers & Experiences 
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Pet Friendly 
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FAQs 
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Contact Us 
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The Field Guide 
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Shop Goodthings 
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Sustainability 
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Guide Your Stay
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Guide Your Stay
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Hotel Number:

310.424.1600



Reservations:

833.625.7111
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Log In

	
Join

	

My Stays







My Reservations


If you booked through our website, enter the details below to view your reservation. If you booked through another source, please contact them directly.




Last name




Confirmation Number




Arrival Date




Select your Hotel
Brooklyn Bridge
Cabo
Central Park
Haitang Bay
Hanalei Bay
Mayfair
Melbourne 
Nashville
San Francisco
South Beach
Toronto
West Hollywood













Leave this field blank



























Check Availability
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Close X



Sleep
Taste
Do



Hello world widget


  You need to enable JavaScript to run this app.









Select Hotel
Brooklyn Bridge
Central Park
Haitang Bay
Hanalei Bay
Mayfair
Nashville
San Francisco
South Beach
Toronto
West Hollywood





Select a Restaurant
1 Kitchen
Harriet's Rooftop












Leave this field blank












Select Hotel
Brooklyn Bridge
Central Park
Hanalei Bay
Nashville
San Francisco
South Beach
Toronto
West Hollywood





Select an Experience
FaceGym
Group Fitness Classes
Personal Training












Leave this field blank
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Taste


Savor the bounty of California with every bite and sip at four distinctive restaurants and bars, plus fresh takes on poolside and in-room dining. And don't miss 1 Hotels' signature Lobby Farmstand.
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1 Kitchen


 At 1 Kitchen, Executive Chef Ginger Pierce serves up fresh, local, and sustainably sourced farm-to-table Southern California cuisine. An on-site, 100% organic garden and beehive provide fresh, robust ingredients that Pierce blends into sublime meals, from morning to night. A number of zero-waste dishes spotlight the restaurant’s commitment to preserving the beauty and bounty of nature. And then there’s the bar, where cold-pressed juices form the base of 1 Kitchen’s cocktails. The wine list highlights unique and iconic California selections—many biodynamic or organic—while you’ll also find rotating local craft beer on tap and Bluestone Lane coffee.

Light-filled and open, 1 Kitchen is a place that’s comfortable by nature, where you can eat mindfully and well, and savor the flavors that come straight from the garden.









 Daily | 7am - 3pm








View Details
Book a Table
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Juniper Lounge + Garden


 A refuge beneath the action of the Sunset Strip, Juniper Lounge and Garden is an indoor + outdoor dining experience rooted in a sense of place.  A refined, market-driven menu by Executive Chef Ginger Pierce is perfectly paired with handcrafted cocktails that take many of their ingredients from an on-site, 100% organic garden.  In addition, Juniper offers premium and approachable spirits (with an affinity for gin, naturally), California and Mediterranean wines—many biodynamic and organic—and local craft beers.







 Hours


 Sunday - Thursday: 3pm - 12am

Friday - Saturday: 3pm - 1am

good intentions at Juniper: 3pm - 5pm daily 

Garden Open to Guests Daily

Formal Reservations and Outdoor Service Sprouting Soon








View Details
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Harriet's Rooftop


 Revelry with a remarkable view awaits. Just steps away from one of the busiest streets in Los Angeles, Harriets, is an escape from the bustle of West Hollywood. Located atop the 1 Hotel West Hollywood on Sunset Boulevard, the lush space  with its deep burgundy awnings, tasseled umbrellas and green and white striped seating  boasts jaw-dropping, panoramic views of the city.

With a curated cocktail menu, lounging daytime drinks turn into evenings and evenings into late nights.

Please note that reservations may only be made online. If there is no availability online, we regret that there is no availability for that date and time.







 Monday - Friday


 5pm - Close









 Saturday


 2pm - Close









 Sunday


 3pm - 10pm








View Details
Book a Table
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The Pool Lounge


 With refreshing drinks and light fare, you can spend your day poolside from sunrise to sunset. The Pool Lounge is exclusively for hotel guests. Please note that outside food or beverage is not permitted. We are a pet-friendly property but our pool area is off limits so please keep your furry friends in room.







 HOURS


 The Pool Lounge is daily available for refreshing drinks and light fare from 10am to sundown.








View Details
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In-Room Dining


Refuel on your own schedule with seasonal, locally fresh items delivered to your door.

HOURS

Sunrise: 6:30am - 12pm

Daylight: 12pm - 4pm

Twilight: 4pm - 11pm




Menu
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Lobby Farmstand


At our daily market stand, you'll find fresh seasonal fruits that are imperfect in appearance but perfect in taste, which would otherwise be discarded by producers or grocers. The Lobby Farmstand is open to guests and neighbors alike.

HOURS

Daily | 6am - 6pm
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Executive Chef Ginger Pierce


As Executive Chef at 1 Hotel West Hollywood, Ginger Pierce oversees the culinary offerings for 1 Kitchen, Juniper, The Pool Lounge, in-room dining, and catering.

With a passion for ingredient driven cuisine celebrating local, seasonal produce & farms, Chef Pierce is inspired to work alongside others who share a love for hospitality and sustainability.
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Meet Our Local Purveyors


Supporting local farmers and growers is essential to our sustainability efforts. Our purveyors provide us with the freshest, ethically sourced ingredients to ensure a mindful dining experience.
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Garden-To-Table Produce


Southern California-based farmers provide us quality, seasonal produce so that you can savor the flavors of California and we can work to preserve the beauty and bounty of nature.

Apricot Lane Farms
McGrath Family Farms
County Line Harvest
JF Organic Farms
Pudwill Berry Farms
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Responsibly Sourced


Our meat, fish, and seafood partners are committed to growing and sourcing the best products with minimal impact on the environment.

Redwood Hill Farm
Pasturebird
Brandt Beef
Peads & Barnetts
Kanaloa Seafood
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Backyard Bounty


With the help of Los Angeles-based partners, we have an on-site, 100% organic garden and beehive that provide fresh, robust ingredients for sublime, garden fresh meals.

The Farmista
Bill’s Bees

 





























1 Hotel West Hollywood



 8490 Sunset Boulevard

West Hollywood, CA 90069

United States



Book: 833.625.7111
 Hotel: 310.424.1600
 Contact Us
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Mission by 1 Hotels



Contact Us



Join Our Team



Development









  You must have JavaScript enabled to use this form.




Be the first to find out everything about 1 Hotels.




Email





 










Agree


I agree to the Terms & Conditions and Privacy Policy *









Leave this field blank








Follow 1 Hotels

https://www.instagram.com/1hotel.weho/
https://www.tiktok.com/@1hotels
https://www.facebook.com/1HotelWestHollywood/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCH2q5uF3_ga9bucN1OTnNpg
https://www.linkedin.com/company/1-hotels/
https://open.spotify.com/user/qca21ppzzndotj8cfgbdmy442
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Guide Your Stay
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